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We study numerially phonon modes of the lassial one-dimensional Frenkel-Kontorova hain, in

the regime of pinned phase haraterized by the phonon gap and devil's stairase, as well as by a

large number of states (on�gurational exitations), whih energy splitting from the ground state is

exponentially small. We demonstrate, these states behave like disorder media: their phonon modes

are exponentially loalized, in ontrast to the phonon modes in the ground state, where phonons are

preloalized only.

We demonstrate also, the phonon frequeny spetrum of the ground state has an hierarhial

struture, a diret manifestation of hierarhial spatial struture, found for the ground state of the

FK hain in our reent work.

PACS numbers: PACS numbers: 05.45.Mt

I. INTRODUCTION

The most trivial disorder originates in media due to

random stati impurities (see, e.g. [1℄). However, another

but very interesting possibilities are glasses, whih have a

huge number of (meta)stable degenerated states. Origi-

nally glassy system has a homogeneous Hamiltonian with

no intrinsi random parameter, and disorder ours in it

dynamially. Reently [2℄ we have demonstrated that a

popular Frenkel-Kontorovamodel [3℄ presents an example

of glassy system, whih has a lot of stati states, known as

on�gurational exitations of the lassial ground state,

with energy splitting extremely (exponentially) small. As

it was shown in [4℄, this model has a nontrivial quantum

dynamis, the quantum phase transition: if quantum pa-

rameter exeeds some ritial value, the "pinned" glassy

phase turns into "sliding" phonon gas.

The Frenkel-Kontorova model (FK) [3℄ is widely used

[5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14℄ in the solid state physis

to get insight on generi properties of nonommesurate

systems. Its ground state, whih is rather quasiperiodial

[2, 9, 15℄ than periodial, attrats also an attention [9,

10, 16, 17, 18℄ as some interplay [17℄ between order and

disorder [19℄.

This model desribes a hain of atoms/partiles inter-
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ating with elasti fores, plaed in periodi potential,

whih period di�ers from a mean interpartile distane.

The ground state (GS) of this model is de�ned as a stati,

equilibrium on�guration of the hain, that orresponds

to the absolute minimum of the hain potential energy.

The ground state is unique and has some speial order

of partiles in the hain, that was disovered by Aubry

[9, 15℄ more than twenty years ago. The positions of

atoms in the hain are desribed by an area preserving

map, whih is well known in the �eld of dynamial haos

as the Chirikov standard map [20℄. The ratio of the mean

interpartile distane to a period of the external poten-

tial in the FK model determines the rotation number of

the invariant urves of the map, while the amplitude of

the periodi potential gives the value of the dimensionless

parameter K. For K < Kc the KAM urves are smooth

and the spetrum of longwave phonon exitations in the

hain is haraterized by a linear dispersion law starting

from zero frequeny. In this regime the hain an freely

slide along the external �eld (the �sliding� phase). On

the ontrary, for K > Kc the KAM urves are destroyed

and replaed by an invariant Cantor set, whih is alled

antorus. In this regime the phonon spetrum has a gap,

and the hain is pinned (�pinned� phase). Later, on the

example of Ising spin model to whih the FK model an

be approximately redued [21℄ it has been shown [22℄

that the GS has some well de�ned hierarhial struture,

whih partiular detailes are determined by number prop-

erties of the ratio of the mean interpartile distane to

the period of the external �eld. Reently our numerial

study [2℄ of the original FK model in the pinned phase has

http://arxiv.org/abs/cond-mat/0501188v1
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shown, that the GS has indeed an hierarhial struture,

but in some important detailes di�erent from predited

in [22℄.

In short, we put our attention to the striking fat, that

in the pinned phase of the FK hain there are some par-

tiles, whih positions exponentially lose to bottoms of

wells of the external potential: orresponding external

fore ating to suh partile is extremely lose to zero.

Obviously, in stati equilibrium eah of these partiles

an be onsidered as some dummy �glue� that only ou-

ples two adjaent parts of the hain, whih ends has al-

most idential (exponentially lose) tension fores.

Another important observation is that small deviations

of glue partiles from their well bottoms are groupped into

well de�ned hierarhially ordered sales. Now, if one

ut the hain into fragments via glue partiles, whih be-

long to level with least deviation from well bottoms, one

gets several fragments of two sizes, or two speies of some

�briks�[30℄. Then one may repeat the proedure, utting

�briks� via �glue� partiles that belong to next sale of

deviations and getting two new speies of smaller briks,

and so far. At the last step one gets two speies of small-

est possible briks with no glue partile inside: smaller

briks A(0)
whih onsist of 2 partiles inside a single

well, and larger brik B(0)
whih onsist of 4 partiles

(two pairs in two adjaent wells). In this way one gets

an hierarhially ordered set of brik speies

{
A(i), B(i)

}

with very simple omposition rules [2℄:

A(i+1) = B(i)gA(i)gB(i), (1)

B(i+1) = B(i)gA(i)gB(i)gA(i)gB(i), (2)

where symbol g denotes of an insertion of glue parti-

le, whih �glues� two adjaent briks. The di�erene of

tension fores at boundaries of briks A(i)
and B(i)

is ex-

ponentially small and derease rapidly with a number of

the hierary level. In priniple, these rules are su�ient

to onstrut a GS for a FK hain of any length, if the ro-

tation number parameter of the hain approximates the

mean golden value ν = (
√
5− 1)/2.

Besides the GS there exists �on�gurational exitation

states� (CES), presented by stati equilibrium on�gura-

tions orresponding to loal (rather than absolute) min-

ima of the hain potential, with energy very lose to GS.

Within the piture just outlined above CES orrespond

to di�erent permutations of briks [2℄, therefore the num-

ber of them an be ombinatorially huge. At any aes-

sible small temperature their ontributions an dominate

over the ontribution of GS.

In this paper we address to phonon exitations of the

hain, small vibrations around stati GS and CES on-

�gurations of the hain. These exitations are relevant

as for heat transport properties [18, 23℄ of the hain, as

for some quantum e�ets [24℄, espeially in the quasilas-

sial limit. As in the previous paper, we onentarte on

the ase of pinned phase of the hain, whih orresponds

to a nonzero phonon gap. We start with analysis of the

struture of the phonon frequeny spetrum in the GS. It

is well known, that this spetrum is splitted into bands

[10, 26℄ but, to our knowledge, up to now there is no

lear explanation for origin of its splitting into partiular

bands and subbands. We show, that this splitting is a

diret onsequene of partiular spatial struture of the

hain in its GS. We have found, that this struture is also

hierarhially ordered, with de�nite resemblane and dis-

tintions with respet to a spatial struture of underlying

GS.

Loalisation properties of phonons in inommensurate

one-dimentional hains are intesively studied in reent

works [17, 18, 23, 25℄, with strong indiations [23, 25℄,

that phonon modes in the GS of FK hain are not lo-

alized, and even at edges of frequeny bands they are

rather preloalized, than loalized. We study also phonon

properties as in GS, as in CES of the hain. Our results

on�rm, that in the GS phonon modes are only preloal-

ized. However, the situation appears to be quite di�erent

for CES. Even for CES, whih energy splitting (in natu-

ral problem sale) ∆U ≤ 10−12
there are phonon modes,

whih are loalized exponentially. Moreover, for CES

with higher splitting ∆U we see, that there are entire

bands of exponentially loalized phonon modes.

II. THE MODEL.

The Hamiltonian of the FK model is

H =

s∑

i=1

P 2
i

2
+

(xi − xi−1)
2

2
−K cosxi. (3)

The �rst term in the Hamiltonian is a kineti energy,

where we put masses of partiles m = 1, the seond

term desribes interpartile interation with elastiity o-

e�ient put to unity, while the third term orresponds

to partile interation with external periodial �eld with

oupling onstant K. All s partiles are distributed over

r period/wells of the external potential, whih period,

without any loss of generality is taken equal to 2π. The
ratio ν = r/s gives [9℄ the rotational number of orre-

sponding standard map [20℄.

We assume periodial boundary onditions: P0 ≡ Ps,

x0 ≡ xs−L, where L = 2πr is the length of the hain. In

our subsequent analysis we take (as some typial example

of FK hain) the hain with r/s = 377/610 as an approx-

imation of the golden mean value ν̄ = (
√
5 − 1)/2, and

parameter K = 2 well above the ritial value Kc(ν =
ν̄) = 0.971 . . .[27℄. The tehnique to obtain GS and CES

is desribed in our previous work [2℄. Let us stress, that

validity of the GS an be heked either by diret analy-

sis [2℄ of its spatial struture, or proved by monotonous

behavior [15℄ of its hall funtion. Note, that the GS is

almost degenerate with enormous number of CES: there

are hundreds of states with ∆U = UECS −UGS ≤ 10−80
,

while the number of ECS with ∆U ≤ 10−12
exeeds 109!
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E�etive Hamiltonian for phonon modes an be ob-

tained by expansion up to seond order terms of the

original FK hain Hamiltonian (3) around a hosen stati

on�guration of the hain:

Hph =

s∑

i=1

Π2
i

2
+

1

2

s∑

i,k=1

∂U

∂xi∂xk
ψiψk, (4)

where ψi = xi − x̄i are small deviations of partiles from

their equilibrium stati positions x̄i, and Πi are orre-

sponding partile momenta. The elastiity matrix

Rik ≡ ∂2U

∂xi∂xk
= K cos(x̄i)δik − δi,k+1 − δi+1,k. (5)

Solving the eigenvalue problem

(
R− ω2I

)
ψ = 0, (6)

numerially, we get both the spetrum of phonon fre-

quenies and orresponding vetors of phonon modes.

III. PHONON FREQUENCY SPECTRUM

It is well known for a long time [10, 26℄, that frequeny

spetrum of phonons in the Frenkel-Kontorova hain is

splitted into several bands. Main features of the spe-

trum for a hain in the GS look as very universal: (i)

the number of main bands are independent of the pa-

rameter K as well as of a length of the hain; (ii) it was

also notied in [17℄ (without any explanation, either) that

boundaries of the bands orrespond to Fibonai num-

bers; (iii) replaement in interpartile interations elas-

ti fores by the Lenard-Jones potential does not hange

qualitatively a pattern of splitting phonon spetrum into

band [17℄.

Now we an explain these and more features as diret

onsequene of partiular spatial struture [2℄ of the GS,

whih main relevant detailes are summarized in Intro-

dution. The key point of our explanation is that the

GS onsists of large number of almost idential elements.

For larity sake, we onsider a partiular ase of the FK

hain with r/s = 377/610, but all our arguments an be

easily generalizied for a hain of di�erent size.

Applying the piture of CS spatial struture outlined

in Introdution to our partiular ase, we an see, that

our CS an be presented as a omposition of two briks

of 3d level of hierary:

610 = (g232g376), (7)

with subsequent expansion, in aordane with omposi-

tion rules (1),(2), into briks of 2nd level:

232 = (88g54g88), 376 = (88g54g88g54g88), (8)

whih, in turn, are expanded into briks of 1st level:

54 = (20g12g20), 88 = (20g12g20g12g20), (9)

that, at last, are expanded into basi briks of zero level:

12 = (4g2g4), 20 = (4g2g4g2g4). (10)

In this way it is easy to alulate, that the hain an be

ut into piees either as

144× g + 55× (2) + 89× (4), (11)

or

34× g + 13× (12) + 21× (20), (12)

or

8× g + 3× 54 + 5× 88, (13)

or 2×g+(232)+(376), see (7). Mutual stati disturbane

of briks is small and dereases exponentially with a level

of hierary, therefore we have at any level of hierary a

sequene in some order of two speies of almost idential

strutures (briks).

Now let us make some important remark. In our study

in [2℄ of stati struture of the hain, the glue partiles

play a some passive role only, whih results in their spe-

i�ation as some dummy �glue�. However, in dynamial

problem of motion partiles in the hain, that we now

address to, the role of glue partiles beomes more im-

portant, sine they have masses. Atually, in this ase

one should onsider as repeating strutures elementary

ells, whih we get if attah to eah brik (e. g. at the

left side) one glue partile[31℄.

At the basi level of hierary one have 55 elementary

ells of 3 partiles and 89 elementary ells of 5 partiles,

let them be alled as ells α(0) = (g2) and β(0) = (g4), re-
spetively. Eah elementary ell, being isolated (and, e.g.

periodially losed) has its own eigenfrequenies: three

for a ell α(0)
and �ve for a ell β(0)

. Then, if these ells

in the hain be really isolated, then, see Fig.1 we get

three bands eah of 55 degenerated states (solid lines)

whih belongs to ells α(0)
, and �ve bands eah of 89

degenerated states (dotted lines).

Due to ells interations all degenerated frequenies

are really splitted into �nite width bands, see Fig.1.

The loser inspetion of frequeny spetrum shows, that

seven largest breaks ut the exat spetrum in bands

n = (1, 89), (90, 144), (145, 233), (234, 322), (323, 377),
(378, 467), (468, 523), (524, 610) so the band widths have

the same order 89, 55, 89, 89, 55, 89, 55, 89, exatly as

the sequene of solid and dotted horizontal lines in Fig.1!

Now, let us remind, that the sequene of ells α(0)

and β(0)
in our GS is not random but they belong to

34 ells of the next hierary level, see (12): 13 ells

α(1) = (g12) = (g4g2g4) and 21 ells β(1) = (g20) =
(g4g2g4g2g4). Again, if this ells would be deoupled, we
ould see bands, that onsist of 13 and 21 degenerated

states. Indeed, in the middle part of the Fig.1, where the

entral band is shown with greater resolution, we see a

sequene of bands, that ontain 21,13, 21, (21+13), 21,
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Figure 1: Frequeny spetrum for FK model in the ground

state. In the left box:the total spetrum of hain, in the mid-

dle and right boxes the entral band and its entral subband

are shown with greater resolution. Solid and dashed horizon-

tal lines show eigenfrequenies for isolated ells α(0)
and β(0)

respetively.

13, 21 number of states, whih is similar to that we have

at the main level of hierary![32℄ However, at higher res-

olution (the right box in Fig.1) the spetrum in entral

band beomes strutureless.

This is not surprising, sine the �ells� we have intro-

dued are not weakly oupled objets with respet to

phonon modes. In fat, what ells provides, is that some

hain fragments have �xed periods; these fragments form

loally their band struture. If bands of di�erent frag-

ments overlap, their levels are olletivised into one om-

mon band. The entral band is the ase, however in this

ase band levels are less sensitive to small variations in-

trodued by extra regularities of next levels of hierary

of spatial hain struture.

However, a quite new interesting phenomenon ours,

if one onsider band, whih belongs to a ell β(0)
but

does not overlap with any band of the ell α(0)
. Phonons

with frequenies inside this band will be damped along

the ells of the kind α(0)
, these ells will play a role of

some �potential barriers�, whih deouple ells of the kind

β(0)
eah from other. Our hain ontains 89 ells β(0)

and 55 ells α(0)
, whih is like to 89 partiles separated

by 55 barriers, or distributed among 55 wells. Now we

have got a new e�etive Frenkel-Kontorova hain, where

ells β(0)
play role some partiles with potential barriers

α(0)
among them. For a larity sake, let us take more

graphial notations for these e�etive �barrier� ∧ = α(0)
,

and �partile� • = β(0)
. Then, seonary briks, whih

our in this e�etive FK hain, are Ã = ∧ • •∧ and

B̃ = ∧ • • ∧ • • ∧, and orresponding elementary ells

an be obtained adding to briks one �glue� partile at

the left: α̃ = • ∧ • • ∧, β̃ = • ∧ • • ∧ • •∧, having

again three and �ve eigenfrequenies, respetively. Our

e�etive hain has 8 ells α̃ and 13 ells β̃. Now, if in the

frequeny spetrum of new e�etive FK hain we take a

band, whih belongs to the ell β̃ but not to the ell α̃,

Figure 2: The same, as in Fig.1, but here a fourth band and its

fourth subband are shown with greater resolution. In right �g-

ure box open and losed irles orrespond to phonon modes

of the ells

˜̃α and

˜̃
β , respetively.

it must ontain 13 states.

We an repeat the whole proedure ones more; then

we ome to next level e�etive Frenkel-Kontorova hain

with 13 e�etive partiles β̃ distributed among 8 poten-

tial barriers α̃, and to next generation ells, one of the

kind

˜̃α and two of the kind

˜̃
β. Numerial data presented

in Fig.2 on�rm our piture in all the detailes. Here we

onsider the fourth band of spetra, whih is well resolved

from other bands, see, the left box of Fig.2. It ontains

89 states, the number of ells β(0)
. In the middle box

we take again the fourth band whih in turn ontains 13

states, the number of ells β̃. At last, in the right box we

show by open irles 3 states of the ell

˜̃α and by losed

ones 2× 5 states of two ells

˜̃
β.

Note, that this new kind of hierary is quite di�erent

from that we found in [2℄ with respet to spatial stru-

ture, sine the transformation rules between levels of hi-

erary are more ompliated.

In onlusion of this setion it should be stressed, that

all the universal features of the global band struture

mentioned at the beginning are goverened by nearest or-

der in the hain. In ontrast, the �ne struture depends

ruially on the far order.. The latter is destroyed in the

CES, therefore in CES the �ne struture is washed out,

and frequeny spetra beome smoother, see Fig.3. In

partiular, we see also in Fig.3 how two lowest bands are

merged into ommon one.

IV. PHONON LOCALIZATION

The ordering of briks, whih persists in the GS, is

gradually destroyed with on�gurational exitation of the

hain. The lowest exitations are equivalent destrution

of largest briks due to permutations of briks of preeed-

ing level of hierary: the smaller briks are destroyed, the

higher is the exitation energy [2℄. The number of almost
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Figure 3: Comparison of the ground state (left box) and ex-

ited state (rigth box) frequeny spetra.

degenerate CES, originating from di�erent briks permu-

tation is ombunatorially large, therefore some arbitrary

hosen CES has rather random sequene of briks, and is

similar to disordered media, e.g. spin glass system.

From the very beginning it is lear, that perfet ran-

domization of briks order may result in Anderson loal-

ization of phonon modes. A new interesting point is, that

FK model does not require any external disorder: ran-

domization of briks order in FK hain ours dynami-

ally. Another interesting feature, whih haraterizes a

degree of haotization of briks in CES, is that all the

examples of exponential loalization are obtained from

single arbitrary taken CES, without averaging over any

enemble of nearest CES.

A typial quantity used traditionally in studies of lo-

alization phenomena (see, in partiular [17, 23℄) is the

partiipation ratio (PR), de�ned as

R =
1

s

(
s∑

i=1

ψ4
i

)−1

, (14)

where ψ is a normalized (

∑
i ψ

2
i = 1) vetor of the phonon

eigenstate. Its value orrespond to a hain fration o-

upied by the loalized state, but whether the state is

loalized exponentially an be unlear. Typial feature

of exponentially loalized state is that omponents out-

side the enter of loalization are exponentially small.

Meanwhile, this omponents do not ontribute in PR at

all.

To our opinion a better harateristis to indiate an

exponential loalization an be the generalized mean ge-

ometrial value (MGV), de�ned as

W = s · (
s∏

i=1

ψ2)1/s = s exp(
1

s

s∑

i=1

ln(ψ2)), (15)

where, a normalization fator s provides that for ex-

tended states W be order of unity. The reason in favor

to W is that it essentially better probes the exponen-

tially small omponents (tails) of the phonon eigenstate.

Figure 4: Comparison of PR (upper plot) and MGV (bottom

plot) versus phonon mode number n for the ground state of

the hain.

In partiular, for a typial exponentially loalized state

|ψi| ∼ ℓ−1/2 exp(−|i − i0|/ℓ), ℓ is a loalization length,

and value of the MGV: W ∼ ℓ−1 exp(−s/2ℓ), i.e. be-

omes exponentially small. Moreover, one an get from

the value of MGV an estimate of the loalization length

as

ℓ = −s/2 ln
(
Wℓ

s

)
≃ −s/2 ln (−W/2 lnW ) . (16)

Note an important di�erene between the estimate of the

loalization length as inverse partiipation ratio and our

estimate (16). The former estimates a size of the domain

where the eigenstate is loalized, and is sensitive to par-

tiular short range dynamis for formation of the given

state. On the ontrary, the latter is related to the rate of

the exponential fallo� at the tails of the eigenstates, and

haraterizes properties of the disordered media.

Now let us turn to loalization properties of phonons in

the FK hain. As in the previous setion, we onentrate

on the numerial study of the hain with the rotation

number ν = r/s = 377/610, and parameter K = 2. In

Fig.4 we present our omparison of PR and MGV for

GS. One an see, that both quantities R and W look

very similar. Note, that W for GS is well distint from

zero (dotted line). This means, that all phonon states

are not exponentially loalized; the smallness of R and

W for some phonon modes means only that this modes

are preloalized only, whih agree with earlier studies [23,

25℄.

In order to see, how the exponential loalization man-

ifest itself in PR and MGV, let us address to CES. We

start with a typial CES, whih is still in energy very lose

to GS: ∆U = UCES −UGS = 10−12
. Despite to, that en-

ergy splitting is small, this CES belong to 5th band in

the energy struture of CES [2℄, and it is one of 109 CESs
with∆U . 10−12

. In Fig.5 we plot R andW for the same

CES. It is seen that the behaviour of PR remains in main
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Figure 5: Comparison of PR (upper plot) and MGV (bottom

plot) versus phonon mode number n for a typial CES with

∆U = 10
−12

.

Figure 6: Phonon eigenvetor omponent distribution versus

the omponent number i. Examples of non-loalized and lo-

alized modes.

details the same, while in the MGV plot there are points,

where the urve touhes a zero line. This means, that W
at these points is exponentially small, i.e. there is an

exponential loalization of these modes. Note, that the

PR plot at the same points has no lear indiations that

these modes are loalized exponentially.

Some typial examples of nonloalized mode (n = 305)
and loalized one (n = 378) for this CES is presented in

Fig.6. We see, that the latter is perfetly loalized expo-

nentially, with a loalization length ℓ ∼ 12, whih har-

aterizes a orrelation length of disorder. For omparison

we show also the same mode in the GS in a �preloalized�

state.

In fat, CES with ∆U = 10−12
orresponds an early

loalization of phonon modes: only small fration of the

is exponentially loalized, as seen from Fig.5. To get

insight, what modes are loalized at the �rst turn, in

Fig.7 we plot MGV as a funtion of phonon frequeny.

Figure 7: MGV versus the frequeny ω of the phonon. It is

seen, that phonon are exponentially loalized ot the edges of

ferqueny bands.

Figure 8: The MGV versus phonon mode number n in two

CES.

We see, that loalized modes are loated at edges of the

frequeny spetrum bands.

Now, how this piture loalization looks for CES with

higher splitting from GS? We expet [2℄, that at the split-

ting ∆U = 10−12
the largest robust elementary ells[33℄

are 13 and 21, that take part in mutual permutations

only, while larger ells are destroyed. In the range of

splitting ∆U = 10−9÷10−8
the ell 21 an dissoiate [2℄,

that inrease a number of smaller ells 13 and derease

a orelation length of the disorder. Next, at splitting

∆U = 10−5 ÷ 10−4
the ell 13 an dissoiate too, and

permutations of ells 5 ome into play, that derease a

orrelation length of the disorder even more. In appar-

ent agreement with our expetations derease of the dis-

order sale results in a total exponential loalization of

substantial fration of phonon modes, espeially in high

frequeny regoin, as seen from Fig.8.

In Fig.9 we plot fo the same two CES our estimate

for loalization length (16). Two dotted lines show lev-

els ℓ = 5 and 13, whih orrespond to expeted sizes of
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Figure 9: Loalization length ℓ versus phonon mode number

n. Horizontal dotted lines orrespond to levels ℓ = 5 and 13.

Figure 10: Pro�les of phonon eigenstates: eigenvetor om-

ponent distribution versus omponent number. The upper

orresponds to CS, while next two present CES with splitting

from GS ∆U = 6 · 10
−8

and 2.4 · 10−4
respetively.

largest robust elementary ells, whih survive at energy

splitting∆U ∼ 10−4
and 10−8

, respetively. We see, that

minimal loalization length follows the size of maximal

robust struture in the hain.

Sine the hain is not homogeneous, loalization prop-

erties are not homogeneous too. As seen from Figs. 8,9,

the loalization is maximal at the high frequeny part of

phonon spetrum, while low frequeny part seems non-

loalized. In fat, at least longwave modes of phonons

show a lear tendeny to be loalized too, see Fig.10.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS.

In this paper we have studied properties of phonon

modes in the Frenkel-Kontorova hain, taken in the

regime of pinned phase. Spatial "brik" struture of the

ground state of the hain found in [2℄, appears to be very

useful for understanding the �ne struture of the hain

phonon spetrum. Atually, similar analysis an also be

performed for eletroni spetrum, studied in reent work

[29℄.

However, it is obvious, that in a real physial sale the

ground state is highly degenerated with a huge number of

the stati on�gurational exitations states (CES) of the

hain. Atually this means that the true ground state of

the hain is pratially inaessible. CES has properties

quite di�erent from that of the ground state: their spatial

struture is rather haoti [2℄. As a result, they an ause

the Anderson-like (exponential) loalization of phonon

modes similar to that seen in disordered media. This

means, that results of previous studies of phonon[17, 18,

23, 25℄ and eletron properties[29℄ should be revized or

extended to more realisti states of the hain.

Con�gurational exitation states (CES) an provide a

possibility to study a gradual transition from the order

to disorder. It is important, that the number of CES

grows with energy splitting from the GS very fast. Even

at very small splitting the number of ECS is huge. It

is urious that eah partiular CES has intrinsi haos,

whih reminds the situation in lassial spin glass [28℄,

but in ontrast to the latter, the haos in ECS arises

dynamially, without any external noise.

The quantization of FK model in small ~ limit is in

essene the quantization of its phonon modes [24℄. There-

fore loalization of phonon modes means loalization of

quantum states. Note also, that phonon quantization

problem is very lose to eletron quantization problem

[29℄, where transition from loalization to deloalized

state is interesting as a insulator-metal transition .
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